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Battling Teardowns, Saving Neighborhoods
Adapted, with permission, from a speech by Richard Moe,
President, National Trust for Historic Preservation

A growing disaster is tearing apart many of America's
older neighborhoods. They're being devoured, one
house at a time, . . . in scores of communities from
coast to coast.
Teardowns – the practice of purchasing and
demolishing an existing house to make way for a
new, much bigger house on the same site – wreck
neighborhoods. They spread through a community
like a cancer, destroying the character and livability
that are a neighborhood's lifeblood.
Here's how it works: developers and home-buyers
look through desirable neighborhoods for a building
lot that can lawfully accommodate a much bigger
house than that which currently stands on it. The
property is acquired, the existing house is torn down
and a bigger house is constructed in its place. There
are variations: sometimes a
large estate is leveled and
subdivided to accommodate
several new houses; in others,
several smaller houses are
cleared to make way for a
single, massive new one.
It's a simple process, but it can
totally transform the streetscape
of a neighborhood and destroy
its character. It's especially
destructive in older and historic
communities.

past decade, and this leads developers to look for
"undervalued" properties - many of which exist in
older neighborhoods.
The second factor is the trend toward bigger houses.
In 1950, the average American home was less than
1,000 sq.ft. By 2005, the average new home had
more than doubled in size, to 2,412 sq.ft. According
to the National Association of Home Builders, almost
40% of new homes have four or more bedrooms;
that's more than twice as many as in the early 1970s
- despite the fact that the average family size
decreased during that same period. Subdivisions of
luxury homes of 5,000 sq.ft. and more are becoming
commonplace. Clearly, burgers and fries aren't the
only things in America being "super-sized."
The final factor is that many people are looking for
an alternative to long commutes or are simply fed
up with the soulless character of sprawling new
subdivisions. For these
people, older, in-town
neighborhoods and innerring suburbs are
enormously appealing
because of their attractive
architecture, mature
landscaping, pedestrian
orientation, easy access to
public transportation and
amenities such as local
shopping districts, libraries
and schools.

The problem is that too
The teardown cancer continues
many people try to impose
to pose a serious threat [as]
An old house on Joppa Road is torn down to make
their preference for
many of our fine early 20throom for a larger new house. Photo – Nancy Horst
suburban-style minicentury houses are torn down,
mansions on smaller-scale
and replaced by hulking
neighborhoods where they
McMansions that are as much as twice the size of
just don't fit. And since most of these older areas
the architectural treasures that have been lost. . .
offer few vacant lots for new construction, the
they loom like mountains over the smaller, older
pressure to demolish existing houses can be intense.
homes that remain.
A modest cottage gets torn down and hauled off to
Three factors are at work in the spread of teardowns.
The first is the rise in real-estate prices. In some
areas, home values have doubled or tripled over the

the landfill, and what goes up in its place is "Tara"
on a quarter-acre lot.
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President’s Corner
Dear Members of RRLRAIA:

future generations.

First I would like to wish everyone a happy
and healthy holiday season. The year end is
an extremely busy time for the Association
as we continue to be involved in working
with our neighbors in the area of new
construction as well as significant additions
to existing properties. One recommendation
that I can make to all is communicate with
your neighbors prior to having large earth
moving machines enter your property. It is
amazing how just a little communication aids
in reducing the anxiety level of all. If we
can be of assistance in bringing all the
affected neighbors together, please feel free
to contact us.

As far as social activities, one of the most
popular is the “Holiday Party in the Woods”
where the neighbors gather to enjoy each
other’s company on the old Rugby Field off
L’Hirondelle Club Road. As in the past, Santa
will be visiting us arriving courtesy of an
“Emergency Sled” supplied by the Lutherville
Volunteer Fire Company. It is my hope that
each of you can attend.

I also hope that you had the opportunity to
take advantage of a couple of events
recently sponsored by the Association. The
Association sponsored a political forum that
included candidates for County Council,
House of Delegates and State Senate. This
forum not only allowed each of our members
At this time I would also like to express my
to meet the candidates but also to submit
gratitude for the hard work of each of our
questions for each of the candidates to
Board Members. We have been extremely
respond to. Due to
the success of this
forum, we plan to
offer comparable
forums in the
future. In addition,
Dumpster Day was
held on the parking
lot at Riderwood
Elementary. Due to
the number of
neighbors that
participated, we
should have some
very clean
basements and
garages!
As part of an occasional series, the picture above reflects the early history of
Riderwood. This barn was part of Essex Farm, the estate of John M. Dennis.

Finally, I would like
to welcome two new
Board Members to
the Association; Nettie Washburn and Tom
Weadock. I appreciate their willingness to
join our Board.

Baltimore County Public Library legacy web.

busy in such projects as traffic calming, the
preservation of Robert E. Lee Park, the
newsletter, membership and preservation of
our historic structures. There are countless
projects that our Board is involved in that
clearly meet the long term goal of preserving
the attractiveness of this neighborhood for
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RRLR Foundation News
by Joseph M. Coale

The Annual Fund drive for the Ruxton Riderwood Lake Roland
Foundation is underway! The Foundation is seeking funds to
leverage against available public and private grant monies so we
can continue our community enhancement programs.
Our highest priority is the Foundation’s Land Easement program,
which gives qualified property owners an alternative to
development. A property owner whose land has natural, historic
or visual assets, the preservation of which would be of significant
value to the community, may consider donating their development
rights to the Foundation. Easement Committee Chairman David
Whitman, Esq. can be reached at whitmandcj@aol.com.
We will adhere to the accreditation process being formulated by
the Land Trust Accreditation Commission, an independent program
of the Land Trust Alliance (LTA). The program was designed to
build and recognize strong land trusts, foster public confidence in
land conservation, and help ensure the long-term protection of
land. Our goal is to maintain the character of neighborhoods in
the Ruxton, Riderwood, and Lake Roland areas that are under
intense development pressure.
The Foundation hopes to further expand the beautification
“beach-head” along Ruxton Road and the Roland Run stream.
Restoring native Maryland plants to the site and taking out the
invasive vines and weed trees is a real, but worthwhile, challenge.
In September, we removed three two-ton dump trucks full of
debris ranging from huge truck tires to swimming pools, picnic
tables and bicycles. Runoff from upstream development continues
to be the main cause of the deterioration of Lake Roland from silt
and deterioration lies in controlling the storm water run off.

The Ruxton-Riderwood Lake Roland Area Foundation has begun
their Annual Fund Drive. Please consider making a donation to
this organization which seeks to enhance our community.
Please send your tax deductible donation to:
RRLRF, P.O. Box 204, Riderwood, MD 21139. For further
information you may contact Joe Coale at (410) 321-4703 or
jcoale@comcast.net.
phase of our sidewalk and beautification program, which should
begin either this fall or by early spring.
A sign stating “Ruxton – Settled 1694” is being designed for
placement on the east side of Bellona Avenue at Ruxton Road,
pending zoning approval. A Riderwood sign is planned for
placement at the intersection of Bellona Avenue and Joppa Road
following a similar format.
The Rider House continues to be used for community and other
local non-profit activities. We have contracted with a highly
qualified mason to construct a landscaping wall along the north
slope that leads up to Arden Courts. The wall will be built of cut
native stone secured from the dismantled Bowen House (formerly
on GBMC’s property). Funds were provided by last year’s annual
drive and a matching grant.

Monies have been appropriated and approvals secured for the first

Photos - Neil Meyerhoff
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Battling Teardowns
Continued from page 1

Resources for Protecting Historic
Neighborhoods from Teardowns

Neighborhood livability is diminished as trees are removed,
backyards are eliminated, and sunlight is blocked by bulky new
structures built right up to the property lines. Economic and
social diversity are reduced as costly new "faux chateaux" replace
more affordable houses - including the modest "starter homes"
that first-time homebuyers seek today.

The following are published by the National Trust.

The ironic – and tragic – result is that teardowns wind up killing
the very qualities that made the neighborhood attractive to
newcomers in the first place.

• Protecting America’s Historic Neighborhoods: Taming the
Teardown Trend – Discusses the impact of teardowns--the
practice of demolishing an existing house to make way for
a much larger structure--on historic places and suggests
tools for curbing this disturbing trend.
The following is published by the American Planning
Association.

In some places, teardowns are acceptable or even desirable.
Replacing outdated and inefficient structures is sometimes
necessary if a community is to remain economically viable. But in
recent years the pace of teardowns has amounted to an orgy of
irrational destruction.
Sound older houses should be cherished as an irreplaceable legacy
from the past – but instead, in community after community,
they're being discarded like yesterday's newspaper.
While the destruction of historic houses is wasteful,
environmentally unsound and unnecessary, it's often just the
beginning of the problems caused by teardowns.
A house that once might have been praised as "charming and

• NEW Teardowns Resource Guide – Advice on a variety of
tools and approaches community leaders can use to
manage teardowns, providing technical assistance and
resources to facilitate the preservation of historic
neighborhoods.

• Too Big, Boring, or Ugly: Planning and Design Tools to
Combat Monotony, the too-big House, and Teardowns –
Offers planning and design tools to tame the too-big
house, shake free of monotonous development, and
negotiate the political minefield of teardowns.

historic" now gets marketed as "older home on expansive lot" which is realtor language for "teardown." Once that happens once the value of an older house is perceived to be less than that
of the land it's built on - the house's days are probably numbered.
And sadly, the neighborhood's days as a viable historic enclave
may be numbered too.
It doesn't have to be this way. There are alternatives to
teardowns.
First of all, prospective builders should realize that most older,
established neighborhoods simply can't accommodate the kind of
sprawling new mini-mansion that may be appropriate on a
suburban cul-de-sac. In areas where vacant land is scarce,
existing older houses can be enlarged in sensitive ways. A new
zoning ordinance in Coronado, California, for example, gives
homebuilders "bonus" square footage if they incorporate design
elements that maintain the historic character of the community.
No one is saying that homebuyers shouldn't be able to alter or
expand their home to meet their needs, just as no one is saying
that older neighborhoods should be frozen in time like museum
exhibits. A neighborhood is a living thing, and change is both
inevitable and desirable. The challenge is to manage change so
that it respects the character and distinctiveness that made these
neighborhoods so appealing in the first place.
There is no single "magic bullet" that will stop teardowns once
and for all – but growing numbers of communities across the
country are developing and using a variety of planning and
preservation tools to control them. Some of these tools protect
existing buildings from demolition or insensitive alteration.
Others encourage new construction that respects the character of
the neighborhood instead of ignoring or eroding it. Here are a
few things that people and communities can do.
continued on page 5
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First, community residents must decide what kind of community
they want. They have to decide what they like about the
community and don't want to lose. They must develop a vision for
the future of their community, including where and how to
accommodate growth and change. Then they must put in place
mechanisms to ensure that their vision is not compromised.
Ideally, this consensus-building should take place as part of a
comprehensive planning process – but that can take time, and
sometimes the pressure of teardowns calls for immediate action.
In those situations, some communities have provided a "coolingoff" period by imposing a temporary moratorium on demolition.
This moratorium prevents the loss of significant structures while
allowing time for residents and city officials to develop effective
means of preserving neighborhood character.
One of those means is local historic district designation. Many
people believe that listing a property in the National Register of
Historic Places is enough to protect it, but that isn't true. The
only real protection comes through the enactment of a local
ordinance that regulates demolition, new construction and
alteration in a designated historic area. Most of these ordinances
require that an owner get permission before demolishing or
altering a historic building. Many also offer design guidelines to
ensure that new buildings will harmonize with their older
neighbors.
Another form of regulation such as Conservation districts or
design-review districts can address issues such as demolition and
new construction. Floor-area ratios or lot-coverage formulas can
remove the economic incentive for teardowns by limiting the size
of new buildings. In the same way, setback requirements, height

limits and open-space standards can help maintain traditional
neighborhood building patterns.
It may surprise you to know that teardowns do have some
proponents – or at least some apologists. Some people say that
efforts to control teardowns amount to a violation of private
property rights. I disagree.
The Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution states in part
"...nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just
compensation." Those few words express one of the most
important rights enjoyed by Americans. It enhances our freedom,
gives us security, and helps protect our personal financial
investments. But it is not absolute. Rights are – and always have
been – tempered by responsibilities.
The Fifth Amendment does not give owners the right to use their
property in a way that harms the rights or welfare of others.
Indeed, restrictions on land use – such as zoning laws, for
instance – were first created to protect owners' rights and
property values against the potentially harmful actions of other
owners. The value of a parcel of land derives in part from the
improvements made by its owner, of course – but it also derives
from public improvements paid for by the community as a whole
– and from the labor, investments and good stewardship of
neighboring owners.
. . . Rights are tempered by responsibilities. We all should be able
to enjoy an attractive, livable environment – and we all have a
responsibility to ensure that our actions don't prevent our
neighbors from doing just that.
continued on page 15

Small enough to embrace you,
large enough to support you
The comfort and care of your loved one is our most important priority. We have been
providing skilled care, respite care and companion services in the Baltimore area for
over a decade. We are an RN owned and managed company from
a long time Baltimore family.

RNs ■ LPNs ■ Nursing Aides ■ Companions
Call Us to Discuss Your Specific Needs 24 hours per day/7 days per week
Phone: 410-321-5560 Fax: 410-321-5565 Visit our website: www.accessnursing.com
Licensed by the Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene
JCAHO Accredited
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Ruxton’s Burma Road
by Joseph Coale

heavy equipment, piping, road cones, sandbags, hoses, water
flows, and metallic thunder have all been a daily nuisance. The
project is scheduled to be completed by this winter, baring any
unforeseen complications.

For the past several years,
water from pipes in the
Ruxton Heights neighborhood,
particularly on Boyce,
Carrollton and Maywood
Avenues, has become
increasingly colored with rust
and sediment (not good for
hot water tanks and other
living things). Rather than
replace the entire system of
antiquated pipes, a more cost
effective process called
relining was used this fall.
Cement slurry is injected into
and adheres to the inside of
the pipes forming a seal that
prevents further corrosion and
deterioration.

With all this
disruption
going on,
some residents
have, with
tongue in
cheek,
renamed Boyce
Ave. Ruxton’s
“Burma Road”
from the
infamous 700
mile jungle
and mountain
World War II
highway that
was a built to supply China with war material in its conflict
against Japan. The road was under almost continuous
bombardment from both sides until the end of the war.

Unfortunately, the process can
be rather messy and time
consuming. Road closures,

We hope that residents will consider this improvement an early
holiday present from Baltimore City!

Candidates’ Forum
Lively discussions and differences of opinion on pertinent issues
were the order of the day as 13 candidates for six state and
county offices vied for voter approval at the RRLRAIA Candidate’s
Forum on Thursday, September 28th.
Sponsored by the Board of Directors of the Ruxton-RiderwoodLake Roland Area Improvement Association and held at the Church
of the Good Shepherd, candidates vying to represent the 42nd
State Legislative District and the 2nd & 5th Councilmanic Districts
shared their views on issues and answered questions from the
audience.
RRLRAIA President Jamie Cahn was the capable moderator, and
Betsy Sexton of the League of Women Voters helped to organize
the event. Board members Helga Morrow, Kris Culp, Louise
Hildreth, Kathy Lumsden and Kimberly Warren were among those
who helped with the event, while Judy Merrill and LWV volunteer
Ann Phillips fielded questions. Dennis Graul of Graul’s Markets
contributed delicious refreshments.
Neighbors who attended were enthusiastic and attentive, although
somewhat dampened by the sudden heavy downpour that
developed just before the event commenced.
All in all, it was a very informative and stimulating evening!
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Dumpster Day 2006
On Saturday, November 4, RRLRAIA sponsored our annual
event at Riderwood Elementary School. We had a beautiful
fall day with over 20 volunteers reporting to help
neighbors and
friends fill 6
large roll off
containers!
This is a
service that we
provide to our
dues paying
members. The
event is a good
way to get to
know Board
Members and
neighbors –
think about
volunteering
Brian Rogers, one of our wonderful volunteers, next year!

directs traffic on Dumpster Day.

Photo - Nancy Horst
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Home Sales in
Ruxton / Riderwood
Sold Properties from April, 2006 – October, 2006
Courtesy of the Whit Harvey Group, Coldwell Banker Residential
Brokerage

Address

List Price

Sold Price

Settled Date

7917 Ruxway Road

$399,999

$399,999

6/28/06

1300 Wine Spring Lane $495,000

$540,000

7/14/06

1214 Wine Spring Lane $495,000

$490,000

8/18/06

7927 Ruxway Road

$499,900

$480,000

6/26/06

7806 Ruxway Road

$544,900

$545,000

8/14/06

7919H Springway Road $550,000

$525,000

6/30/06

1302 Maywood Avenue $565,000

$540,000

6/12/06

1741 Circle Road

$580,000

$580,000

6/8/06

8025 Rider Avenue

$595,000

$575,000

8/17/06

1504 Carrollton Avenue $615,000

$565,000

9/11/06

1506 Labelle Avenue

$625,000

$585,000

9/29/06

1501 Carrollton Avenue $639,000

$610,000

5/5/06

7902 Ellenham Road

$665,000

$600,000

8/21/06

8200 Bellona Avenue

$674,000

$660,000

9/22/06

7925 Ellenham Avenue $689,500

$692,500

6/12/06

1235 Wine Spring Lane $750,000

$740,000

8/10/06

8 Roland Court

$889,500

$889,500

7/17/06

1510 Berwick Road

$895,000

$872,500

6/16/06

1009 Boyce Avenue

$949,000

$930,000

6/9/06

1206 Berwick Road

$950,000

$950,000

8/14/06

1203 Malvern Avenue

$969,900

$969,900

10/2/06

5 Roland Court

$995,900

$960,000

5/31/06

1001 Cloverlea Road

$1,180,000 $1,296,750

10/2/06

1921 W. Joppa Road

$1,249,000 $1,220,000

7/17/06

3 Ruxton Green Court

$1,249,000 $1,200,000

9/7/06

1508 Dunlora Road

$1,300,000 $1,350,000

8/31/06

13 Roland Court

$1,645,000 $1,350,000

9/29/06

1929 W. Joppa Road

$1,750,000 $1,675,000

5/23/06

1319 Berwick Road

$2,100,000 $2,100,000

7/14/06

1614 Ruxton Road

$2,460,000 $2,500,000

8/9/06

Riderwood Connections
by Sara Engram

When Marcia and Jack Sibley left a Rodgers Forge row house for a
brand new split level in Thornleigh in
1959, they began a family tradition in a
new neighborhood that has now
entered its third generation.

The Sibley’s story is not unusual. Drawn by good schools, sturdily
built and affordable homes and a convenient location, many
houses in Thornleigh and nearby neighborhoods are attracting
new owners who grew up there.
Amy Black says there are some differences now. For one, there are
“tons” more children of
all ages.

Jack Sibley passed away in 1982, but
Marcia lived in the house for 40 years
before moving to a retirement
community.
Meanwhile, in 1973, their son Bob and
his wife, Donna, bought a house on
nearby Jeffers Road, where they reared
three daughters. They scaled down to a
Mays Chapel condo in 2004 and sold
the house to their oldest daughter Dori
and her husband, Todd Ewell.
Later that year, middle daughter Amy
and husband Jamie Black bought four
doors down on Jeffers. Now her two
sons, Austin and Evan, play with Dori’s
son Reese so often that, as Amy says,
they’re more like brothers than cousins.

And like the extended
Sibley family, more
residents seem to have
family nearby. Amy
says she knows of at
least three other sets
of siblings in the
neighborhood.
Then, too, that extra
room in the basement,
the one her
grandmother always
referred to as the “club
room,” is simply the
indispensable “family
room.”

Thornleigh, one of Riderwood’s close-knit neighborhoods, is home to generations of families.
Photo – Neil Meyerhoff
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Charles Street Transportation Projects Update
1 – Charles Street Streetscape Improvements

State Highway officials recently updated Transportation
Committee Chair David Meese and other community
representatives about streetscape
improvements planned for Charles
Street (MD 139) from Bellona
Avenue to the City Line.
The scope of the work will include
replacing deteriorated curb and
gutters, improving drainage,
installing sidewalks, relocating bus
stops and overlaying existing
pavement. The project was
approved by the Charles Street Task
Force in 2001, but funding was not
available at that time.

Additional safety improvements incorporated in the new bridge
project include ADA-compatible ramps, new sidewalks and turn
lanes along Charles Street. The new bridge and adjacent retaining
walls are designed to accommodate
future Beltway widening.
The proposed project includes the
following improvements:
• Reconfiguration of the Bellona
Avenue ramp to the I-695 outer
loop. The reconfiguration separates
local business access along Bellona
Avenue from ramp traffic.

View of Loyola High School from Charles Street

• Removal of the roundabout at the
intersection of Charles Street and
Bellona Avenue, replaced by a traffic
signal and turning lanes.

Baltimore County Public Library legacy web.
$500,000 has recently been
• Widening to provide an auxiliary
approved for the design phase of
lane on northbound Charles Street
the project, although funding has not yet been approved for
between Kenilworth Drive and the ramp to I-695 (inner loop)
construction. Following completion of the design phase, the
and addition of five-foot bicycle lanes in each direction between
project will compete for construction funding with similar projects
Bellona Avenue and Kenilworth Drive.
statewide.
• Addition of an auxiliary lane along the I-695 outer loop between
the York Road entrance ramp and the Charles Street exit ramp.
2 – Charles Street Bridge over the Beltway, I-695 at

Charles Street Interchange

The Charles Street interchange carries nearly 180,000 vehicles a
day. This number is expected to increase by 25 percent to
225,000 by the year 2030.
The 51-year old Charles Street Bridge over I-695 is nearing the
end of its useful life and will be replaced on its existing
alignment. To improve traffic operations at the interchange,
approach and exit ramps will be realigned.

• Aesthetic enhancements such as architectural treatments and
ornamental lighting on the bridge.
• The proposal also includes a landscaped median along Charles
Street from the eastbound I-695 ramp to Kenilworth Drive.
In October Governor Ehrlich announced $6.8 million in funding
for project design, which is approximately thirty percent
complete. The project team plans meetings with elected officials
and community members, and we anticipate that design work will
be complete by July 2008.

Byway Vision
“Arriving by train, car, boat, bicycle, bus, light rail, and on foot, visitors to the Byway experience a vibrant cultural landscape
unique to the Chesapeake region. Linking the Inner Harbor and its attractions to many of Baltimore’s outstanding and worldrenowned educational, historical, and cultural institutions, the Byway travels through an eclectic mix of urban and suburban
neighborhoods, great places to live, work, shop, dine, recreate, and relax. The variety of Charles Street makes for an interesting
experience as residents and visitors alike travel between the City and County, enjoying Baltimore’s wonderful museums, historical
sites, architectural beauty, cultural activities and its designed landscapes and parks.”
Charles Street Corridor – Contributing to Charm City

As Baltimore’s main street and premier avenue, Charles Street tells a tale of urban innovation on the shores of the Chesapeake.
Countless stories are illustrated along this corridor: the invention and changing of the North American row house, from alley houses
to mansions, with their streets punctuated by steeples in all directions, and the creation of Olmstedian greenswards in North
Baltimore. We’ve done reinvention, too: memorable preservation efforts in Otterbein and Federal Hill; a total transformation of the
Upper Basin of the Patapsco into the Inner Harbor; and the pioneering endeavors in modernist planning at Charles Center. From port
to portico, dollar house to movie house, Charles Street ties together the architectural, cultural, institutional, and historical legacy of
Baltimore.
– from Charles Street Byway Management Plan
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For further information or if you have any questions please
contact Jeff Folden, SHA Project Manager, at 410-545-8814 or
jfolden1@sha.state.md.us.
3 – Charles Street Scenic Byway Plan

The MD 139 project also involves working toward gaining a
Federal Scenic Byway designation for Charles Street. Volunteers
from RRLRAIA and other neighborhoods in both Baltimore City
and County have formulated the Historic Charles Street Scenic
Byway Management Plan.
The Byway corridor includes the whole length of Charles Street
and portions of any parallel street required to create a return
path. The Byway will extend from the Charles Street-Beltway
traffic circle in Lutherville to the end of Charles Street in South
Baltimore, just below the Beltway viaduct.
Part of the impetus to gain the scenic byway designation is to
preserve the special qualities of Charles Street, one of the premier

streets in the Baltimore region. These include its many unique
and special historic sites as well as the landscape fabric of the
varied urban, institutional and suburban neighborhoods. To this
end, priorities were developed in three general areas:
• guidelines for any future changes along the Charles Street
corridor
• education of homeowners and property owners about the
historical significance of the Charles Street corridor to protect
and promote improvements and/or restorations
• enhancement of the overall appearance of the corridor, including
a return to Olmstedian design principles where feasible.
For more information about the Charles Street Scenic Byway
Corridor Management Plan, or if you wish to participate in the
Charles Street Advisory Committee, which will guide
implementation of the byway plan, please contact Bill Pencek at
bill.pencek@baltimorecity.gov or you may call him at 410-3961954.

Smithfield Ham and Egg Casserole
“Great for weekend and holiday breakfasts – served with fresh
fruit, coffee cake, waffles or hot biscuits and jam!”

Ingredients
For Cheese Sauce

sauce and spoon into a lightly greased 9x13 glass baking dish;
seal with plastic wrap and chill for 1-2 days until ready to bake.
Serves 8.
Note: Don’t be intimidated by the idea of making cheese sauces. Once
you see how simple it is, you’ll make them often!

2 tablespoons butter
or margarine
2 tablespoons flour
1 cup 2% milk
⁄2 cup grated reducedcalorie Cheddar cheese
or Swiss cheese
1

For Eggs and Ham
3 tablespoons butter or margarine
1 dozen eggs or 6 eggs and egg substitute to equal 6 eggs
⁄4 pound Smithfield ham, thinly sliced

1

⁄4 cup thinly sliced green onion tops

1

1 4-ounce can sliced mushrooms, drained (optional)
Cheese Sauce
Melt the butter or margarine in a heavy-bottom small saucepan;
gradually stir in the flour and stir constantly with a wooden
spoon until flour is a light golden brown and gives off a
wonderful nut aroma. Very slowly whisk in the milk until smooth
and cook over low heat until the mixture begins to thicken;
remove from heat and add cheese and stir until melted. Set aside.
Eggs and Ham
In a large skillet, melt butter or margarine; add eggs and cook
over medium heat, stirring very gently with a wooden spoon,
until just set and scrambled. Do not over stir! Gently fold in ham,
green onions and mushrooms. Gently combine eggs and cheese
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Plants Can Multi-task, Too
by Frances Horich

The holidays are coming! Can you feel the
excitement building or the stress mounting?
How long is your “to do” list? Longer than
you can possibly cope with? Is one of the
lines on your list – “greens for decorating” or
just plain “decorations?” When does that fit into
your schedule?
I’d suggest that as you plan your
landscape, you think about plants that
could be useful for holiday decorating.
Imagine - you could just step outside, cut
the branches from your own plants, and
enjoy their beauty inside in a basket, as
one of the ingredients in a topiary tree,
garland, or wreath – or whatever you can
conjure.
So what plants am I talking about and how do they multitask? I think holly might be the first thing that many
people think of in relation to Christmas décor, mostly
because of its rich, deep green leaves and vibrant berries. No
question, it’s a wonderful plant which comes in many, many
shapes and sizes. The botanical name is Ilex, and it thrives in
a semi-shaded, protected environment with acid soil and
decent drainage. Maryland is an ideal place to grow holly, and
many cultivars have been developed in this region. (To see a wide
variety of specimens, visit McLean Nurseries at 9000 Satyr Hill
Road). For decoration at Christmas, holly works
beautifully if you
put it directly in
water. However,
when used in
wreaths and such,
I find they dry
out very quickly.
I prefer the
holding power of
magnolia
grandiflora (the
southern
magnolia), which
is the one
Christmas green I
could not live
without. The large
shiny leaves are a
perfect foil for all the
other plants one might use like
spruce or pine. Cones or berries from the deciduous hollies (ilex x
verticillata) complement them perfectly. The trick with the
magnolia is proper placement in the landscape. Magnolia lasts
longer than Holly in water, but will give you at least a week out
of water unless you place it on top of a heat vent.
The fragrance of pine (pinus) boughs or spruce (picea) or
arborvitae (thuja) is probably part of everyone’s holiday
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memories. In the landscape, these needled evergreens can be put
in sunnier locations than the broad-leafs and are, mostly, very
large; often used as screening material. When you’re designing
your landscape and a screen is called for, you might
consider rejecting the impulse to do a hedge and
stagger groupings of different plants for a layered
effect. Each of the conifers mentioned has a
different personality, and each is a good contrast
to hollies and cherry laurels (prunus laurocerasus)
and the like. For decorating, the needled branches
last very well in the house and many of them
bear cones that are ornamental.
There is a special conifer called cedrus
atlantica or glauca, which is a glorious
specimen tree commonly known as blue
Atlas cedar. The grace of its growth habit, the
texture of its needles and the blue color make it a
showstopper in the landscape and in the vase.
There’s one other tree-like needled evergreen that
is terrific at Christmas, mainly for its blue berries.
If you’ve been glancing at the fancy catalogues
selling Christmas greens, you’ve probably noticed pages of
elegant blue, white and silver decorations for lots of money.
Plant juniperus virginiana ‘Canertii’ (a cultivar of the native red
cedar) in the sun on your property and you’ll have your own blue
berries at hand. And, whatever you don’t use, the birds will love!
Finally, two shrubs are particularly good during the decorating
season. One is pieris japonica (andromeda), a semi-shade to
shade-loving broad-leafed evergreen. It’s very elegant with winter
buds and leaf tones, depending on cultivar, which add interest to
a landscape and an arrangement. Another favorite is
chamaecyparis pisifera ‘Snow’. This is a dwarf conifer. Be careful
of that designation. This needled evergreen is dwarf relative to
the size of the species, but you can still expect it to grow 20 feet
or more. It thrives in semi-shade and has a white cast to the
needles, a kind of variegation. That characteristic in many plants
can be extremely ornamental indoors in an arrangement. If yellow
or gold variegation or leaf color is your cup of tea, yellow spotted
shade loving aucuba and sun loving gold thread chamaecyparis
are good candidates.
Most plants can be adapted to decoration mode – whether you
consider drying hydrangeas or Queen Anne’s lace or zinnias (the
white ones) or applying gold and silver spray paint to cones or
seeds or pods: such as; Siberian iris (Iris sibirica) pods or purple
cone flower (Echinacea) seed heads.
How about a walk outside right this minute with your new
viewfinders on? I’ll bet there’s a lot of material to be had and
many possibilities for the inclusion of new “multi-taskers” in your
landscape and your life!
Frances V. Horich, a landscape designer and horticulturist since 1982,
designs gardens for clients through the Baltimore area. She can be
contacted at fvhorich@aol.com or 410-925-9383.

Welcome New Neighbors!
If you are new to our wonderful community, RRLRAIA welcomes
you! If you are a long-time resident, please consider introducing
yourself to your newer neighbors.
(Alpha by street name)

Sonya & David Hannen

7108 Bellona Avenue

Cheryl Sparks & Michael Stuehler

1206 Berwick Road

Laura & John Shmerler

1319 Berwick Road

Mr. & Mrs. Winston
Brundige (Mamie)

312 Brightwood Club Drive

Ms. Rita B. Brandon

409 Brightwood Club Drive

Ms. Jean Brooks

505 Brightwood Club Drive

Ms. Nancy Fisher Reeder

512 Brightwood Club Drive

Rachel & Lewis Karchin

1208 Brookside Lane

Jennifer Shapiro & Stuart Zang

1504 Carrollton Avenue

Richard A. Lackey

800 Chestnut Glen Garth

Laurie & Larry Weiss

1508 Dunlora Road

Joyce & Garret Morris

7902 Ellenham Avenue

Kimberly Burch

1 Farview Court

Simeon Georgiou

4 Hillspoint Court

Karen & David Hutcheon

1921 West Joppa Road

Ms. Lula Bartlett

1724 Killington Road

Jay M. Jackson

1420 Locust Avenue

Laura & Alex Fisher

1203 Malvern Avenue

Camilla Deline

43 Murray Hill Circle

Scott F. Stothoff

6400 Murray Hill Road

Maureen & Brady Locher

616 Piccadilly Road

Alicia Arkell-Kleis & Kurt Kleis

8025 Rider Avenue

George S. Nyquist, Jr.

6 Riderwood Station

Vijayalakshmi & William Maggio

8 Roland Court

Murice R. Wyatt, Jr.

13 Roland Court

Jonathan D. Eisner

1614 Ruxton Road

Aimee & David Martin

3 Ruxton Green Court

Rosanna Baker & Sinisa Urban

7806 Ruxway Road

Kristen Krzyzewski &
David Yalowitz

79191⁄2 Springway Road

Brendan Shea

822 Trafalger Road

Naoko & Stephen Anderson

1214 Wine Spring Lane

Stacy & Peter Korzenewski

1235 Wine Spring Lane

Think Spring!
Garden Club provides enhancements
By Dene Hogge

The Lake Roland Garden Club has been an active partner
with RRLRAIA and RRLR
Foundation for the past
three years,
participating in semiannual clean-ups at the
Rider House, providing
flowering pots and
perennials to beautify
the property. Last year
the club began a new
tradition and decorated
the Rider House for the
holidays with greens
and festive bows
reminiscent of its
historical period. Most
recently, Lake Roland
Garden Club planted
daffodil bulbs along the
cleared green space on
Amy Lewis plants........
Ruxton Road near the
Photos
- Neil Meyerhoff
bridge over Roland Run.

L to R, Dene Hogge, Amy Lewis, Pam Genn, Kathy Carlson and Debbie
Burker (not in picture but present Beth McCrickard, and Mary Jo Wiese.

Watch for the blooms this spring! The Club plans to
continue enhancing the neighborhoods in Ruxton,
Riderwood and the Lake Roland area with trees and
plantings to provide a “welcome” for each neighborhood.
Potential sites include the intersections of Ruxton Road at
I-83, Joppa Road and Bellona Avenue and the entrance to
Lake Roland. Look out for all the improvements in our
community!
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About the Neighbor’s Fence and
Why Didn’t You Hear What I Said?
By Mary Sue McCarthy
Adapted from Conflict Transformation Skills, Training Manual 1 by
Louise Phipps Senft/ Baltimore Mediation, 2005.

So, the two of you are at it again…locking horns about the
placement of your neighbor’s new fence. You raise your voice and
get emotional, while she stays quiet, arms crossed, very firmly
entrenched in her own position. You are
not happy. You actually feel dismayed at
yet another failed attempt to resolve an
important and now emotionally laden
issue of a simple back yard fence. Worse
yet, you find yourself avoiding your
neighbor and doing silly things like
waiting for her car to leave so you won’t
have to see or encounter her on your
morning walks.
CONFLICT! What comes to mind when
you think about conflict? Most people
think anger, fighting, and loss of
control, confusion and even alienation.
While very few of us look forward to or
actually seek out conflict, some folks
welcome it as a way to resolve issues and move forward.
Conversely, many of us actually go out of our way to avoid

Your Ad Could
Draw a Lot
of Attention…
If It Was Here.
RRLRAIA is selling advertising space for future
newsletters. Please spread the word to merchants,
contractors, or others who would like to get the word out
about their businesses. Ad space ranges from one quarter
to a full page.
Please contact Julie D’Ambrogi,
julie.dambrogi@bridgestreet.com for more information.
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conflict by changing the subject, walking away, or simply
pretending it doesn’t exist.
But when conflict is coming right at us, the “first hit,” almost
universally, is a sense of discomfort that can be mild or extreme
depending on our personality and the way we have been taught
to react to conflict by our families of origin. Known as our
“conflict automatic” this internal energy can more often than not
color the way we react to conflict and
push us to talk louder or shut down,
become defensive, lose empathy, or
simply hear what we want to hear.
Relying on our “conflict automatic” will
usually make us feel worse!
Owning and understanding our personal
reactivity is a critical first step in
transforming the nature of conflict. Try
asking your spouse or partner to
describe what it is you “do” when
conflict is heading your way. This self
awareness will be remarkably helpful to
making positive changes in how it is you
“do” conflict… whether you are working
to resolve the placement of a backyard
fence or a disagreement at work.
Next try “listening like a cow”…Yes, listen like a cow! Recall how
a cow can be so totally present as it watches you… standing
quietly, regarding you peacefully and without judgment with soft,
welcoming eyes that stay steady and connected. Even if you don’t
agree, try listening with this open attitude which often brings a
sense of calm and deliberateness to a conversation by confirming
that whatever the other person is saying is important.
“Reflecting back” the essence of what the other person has said
in exactly his or her words, recalling the same facts and feelings
is another way to deal productively with conflict and get clearer
about what is really being said by the other person. How many
times have we misunderstood the intent of a comment because
we could not really listen. We were on “automatic pilot” and
letting our personal reactivity drive us and get in the way! A
good, concise reflection helps us control our “conflict automatics”
and acts as an amplifier of the conversation, making what is
being said both heard and understood more easily.
Renew your discussion about the neighbor’s fence using these
three conflict transformation skills. This time, understand how it
is that you “do” conflict, try listening like a cow and using the
skill of reflection. The quality of your conversation will be better,
and both of you will more effectively channel your conflict talk
toward creative problem solving. If you need further assistance
contact a mediator for a better process and a better outcome.
Ruxton resident Mary Sue McCarthy is a nationally certified mediator
with Louise Phipps Senft & Associates/Baltimore Mediation. She may be
contacted at 443-524- 0833 or visit www.baltimoremediation.com

Winter Walks in Park

Battling Teardowns
Continued from page 5

Some people go so far as to claim that teardowns actually support
smart growth by directing new-home construction to alreadydeveloped areas, thereby increasing density and offering an
alternative to suburban sprawl. Again, I disagree.
Tearing down a smaller house to build a bigger one simply adds
square footage, not population density. In addition, teardowns
affect neighborhood livability, reduce affordability, consume
energy, and send thousands of tons of demolition debris to
landfills. That doesn't sound like smart growth.

From 19th-century Victorians to 1920s bungalows and 1950s
Eichlers, the older houses that grace our communities are valuable
historical documents in brick and wood, steel and glass. They
trace the changes in taste, technology and lifestyle that have
shaped the community over the centuries – and with their varied
styles and details, they are a visual banquet for residents and
visitors alike.
America's older neighborhoods are important chapters in the story
of who we are as a nation and a people. Working together, we can
keep that story alive. Working together, we can keep America's
older and historic communities intact so that generations to come
can live in them, learn from them, be sheltered and inspired by
them - just as we are today.
Excerpted from an address by Richard Moe, President, National Trust for
Historic Preservation, before the Commonwealth Club, San Francisco,
June 28, 2006.
Contact Information: telephone 202-588-6141 pr@nthp.org 1785
Massachusetts Ave, NW, Washington, DC 20036-2117 • telephone:
202.588.6000 • 800.944.6847 • fax: 202.588.603.

These walks are interesting and informative and allow you to
meet other like-minded people. We meet at the bridge by the
Lake Roland Dam, generally about 9:30 A.M. in the winter.
The walks are sponsored by the Ruxton-Riderwood-Lake Roland
Area Improvement Association; we notify our members about
upcoming walks via our email chain.

Equally important, teardowns exact too high a price in the
wasteful destruction of our nation's heritage. Of course we need
to encourage investment in existing communities as an
alternative to sprawl - but not at the expense of the historic
character that makes older neighborhoods unique, attractive and
livable. Some say that change is simply the price of progress - but
this kind of change isn't progress at all; it's chaos.

You can find more at: www.nationaltrust.org.

Outdoorswoman and RRLRAIA board member Elyse Jacob will
continue to lead periodic walks in R. E. Lee Park throughout the
winter. The first Winter Walk in 2007 is scheduled for Wednesday,
January 10th and the second is slated for Wednesday, February
7th, weather permitting.

If you have questions, contact Elyse Jacob at
elysej@hotmail.com. If you’re an RRLRAIA member, consider
joining our email news reporting service so you receive notices
in a timely fashion. Contact the office at ruxrider@bcpl.net.
Directions: from Falls Road, turn east onto Lakeside Drive (just south of
the bridge over the light rail tracks) as though you were going to the
light rail parking lot, but make a sharp right instead of continuing
straight. The Park entrance is marked by a small sign which says Robert
E. Lee Park; follow Lakeside Drive to its intersection with Hollins
Avenue. The dam is on your left.

Safety in the Park: A recent incident in the park in which a lone
individual approached two backpackers and took their backpacks
after threatening them with a knife prompted several veteran
walkers to express concern about safety in the park. The incident
was reported to police.
Community Police officer Sgt. Steve Moffett offers the following
advice: “Crime statistics tell us that, overall, the park remains a
safe haven for those who enjoy all it has to offer. The recent
incident was an isolated crime and we have no reason to believe
there is any emerging trend to be concerned about.
When you use the park, continue to stay on the paths you are
comfortable with and remain vigilant to suspicious activity or
persons. Report anything suspicious to authorities. If you see
someone on the path you don't know, be sure to walk in a
confident manner, make eye contact and even say "hello." Crime
prevention experts say that persons with criminal intent usually try
to avoid any kind of personal contact and look for victims who
appear afraid and shy…don’t let the bad guys scare [you] away
from such a beautiful resource.”

Holiday Caroling at St. John's Chapel
Sunday, December 17th

4 - 5 pm - 7534 Bellona Avenue

(next to Ruxton Service Center)

We hope that you will join us for this fun and festive event where families, friends and neighbors gather to sing Christmas carols
in the little Gothic Revival Chapel. Apple cider and cookies will be served following the caroling. We are accepting canned
goods to donate to a Maryland food bank.
If you have any questions, please contact Janet Reynolds: JanetReynolds@comcast.net or 410-823-4731.
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